40TH ERA (550 – 501 BC): 40TH SIGN COLT OF DONKEY “ANGEL OF LORD SAVES DONKEY”

STAR PROPHECY

**Ursa Minor** is not a bear, it is “Colt of a Donkey”. It is almost in the exact same shape as the bright stars in the Big Donkey: “Gentile Beast Led by Tail”: **Ursa Minor** is only a smaller version in a different location in the sky.

The neck stretches up and the bridle reaches **Polaris**, the star around which all other stars appear to rotate (type of world super-power).

Few Hebrew names for the stars are known, so we refer to the Arab names: **Kochab** “Waiting for the Coming”, **Alkaid** “The Assembled”, **Alpherkadain** “The Redeemed Assembly”, **Pherkad** “The Calf”, **Rocaba** “The Ridden On”

The position of **Ursa Minor** at the pinnacle of the Heavens speaks of great honor among the righteous.

**Super-power** belongs to the **King of the World**; but **court privilege** are granted to the **Wise Man** who brings counsel and petition before him.

This sign appears in our paper *Star Knowledge in History since the Cross: 1951 to 2000 AD*. For perspective on the meaning, the reader may wish to see how it is fulfilled in different epochs.

HISTORICAL EVENTS

**Who is the King of the World?** Only the God Most High! This was the wisdom of Daniel. Rulers of world empires attain power and are dethroned. Jesus rides the Colt of the Donkey! He over-rules all kings and all wise men forever. He lifts up the humble and brings proud down. He shuts the mouths of the lions.

550 BC Daniel’s vision of four beasts
548 BC Daniel’s vision of Goat
539 BC Belshazzar’s Feast: Writing on the Wall
539 BC Daniel in Lion’s Den: Vision of 70 Weeks
539 BC Fall of Babylon to Medes & Persians
539 BC Decree of Cyrus [DONKEY IS SAVED!]
538 BC 1st return of Exiles to Holy Land
537 BC Work resumes on 2nd Temple (of stone)
536 BC Daniel’s vision by river
525 BC Cambyses II of Persia attacks Egypt
522 BC Revolts in Persia: Darius I is King of Persia
516-515 BC Darius conquers Afghanistan, India